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A DIRECT GEOMETRIC PROOF OF THE LEFSCHETZ
FIXED POINT FORMULAS

JOHN D. LAFFERTY, YU YANLIN, AND ZHANG WEIPING

Abstract. In this paper we prove the Lefschetz fixed point formulas of Atiyah,

Singer, Segal, and Bott for isometries by using the direct geometric method
initiated by Patodi.

1. Introduction

In this paper we present a very simple and direct geometric proof of the Lef-

schetz fixed point formulas by computing the equivariant index of the Dirac

operator with respect to an isometry of the base manifold. The present work

may be seen as a completion of the program initiated by Patodi in [7, 8], study-

ing the local asymptotics of the heat kernel for the de Rham complex.

In recent years, several new proofs of the index theorem have been presented.

Getzler [5] and, independently, Yu [9] evaluated the local index in terms of
the asymptotics of the harmonic oscillator. Berline and Vergne [3] lifted the

problem to the frame bundle, and evaluated the index in terms of the Jacobian

of the exponential map. In a different direction, Bismut [4] expressed the trace

of the Dirac heat kernel in terms of the local fluctuations of a Brownian motion,

stochastically transporting frames along its sample paths. Each of these methods
represents a heat equation approach.

The methods of [3, 4] were directly applicable to the situation where a group

of isometries acts. In contrast, the evaluation of the local asymptotics of the A

genus carried out in [5, 9] is expedited by the use of geodesic coordinates, i.e.,

calculating with respect to the moving frame obtained by parallelly translating

along rays through the origin in a normal coordinate neighborhood. While this

is the key to the simplicity of the method, it is not directly compatible with a

calculation of the asymptotics in a neighborhood of the fixed-point submanifold
of a group action.

In the following sections we complete the calculation of the equivariant index

by extending the methods of [8, 9] to allow for the action of an isometry. After

presenting notation and discussing the standard setup in §2, we discuss in §3 the

particular moving frames necessary to the computation. Here it is seen that the
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geodesic moving frame is related by an infinitesimal holonomy to the natural

trivialization of the normal bundle. The final sections then evaluate the Clifford

asymptotics of the local Lefschetz index by direct computation. The approach

is completely elementary, and proceeds from first principles.

2. Preliminaries

Let M be a C°° , compact, connected, and oriented Riemannian manifold,

of even dimension 2n , with a fixed Spin(2«) structure. There is thus a prin-

cipal Spin(2«)-bundle Spin(Af) for which Spin(Af) xpSO(2n) is the oriented
orthonormal frame bundle SO(M) of M, where p : Spin(2«) —> SO(2n)
is the two-fold covering homomorphism. Let A?+ and AA?- be the spaces

of positive and negative spinors. Then Spin(2«) acts irreducibly on each of

J/+ and A7- , which are Clifford modules of dimension 2"_1 . If {<?,} de-
notes the set of generators for the Clifford algebra ^2„ = End(J?+ @5^J) then

i"exe2---e2n acts as ±/ on A/±. Define vector bundles E+ and LL by set-

ting E± = Spin(Af) xSpin(2„)^± and Dirac operators D+ and D_ through the

diagram

D± : T(E±) -^ T(T*M ® E±) -^, T(TM ® E±) -^ r(£¥)

where V is the connection on E = E+®E_ lifted from the Levi-Civita connec-

tion on M, and cliff denotes the operation of Clifford multiplication. Suppose

that we are given an orientation-preserving isometry T : M —> M. Then the

tangent map of T gives a map dT : SO(M) —> SO(M) for which the diagram

SO(M) -^f-, SO(M)

I« 1-
M      —T—,      M

is commutative. Furthermore, dT commutes with the 5'0(2n)-action. Let dT

be a lifting of dT such that the diagram

Spin(M) —^-, Spin(TW)

Tip Tip

SO(M)   -^-,  SO(M)

is commutative, and such that dT commutes with the Spin(2n)-action. A

linear map T* is defined as follows. Suppose that tj> £ T(E±) is expressed

locally over an open set U c M by qb = [(o, f)], where a : U —► Spin(Ai) is

a local spin frame field, / : U —> A?± is a spinor-valued function, and [(a, f)]

denotes the equivalence class of (a, f) in E± = Spin(M) xpS^± . Let

(F*0)(x) = [(c77;"1(T(x),/(r-1))].

T* commutes with the Dirac operator D, and hence maps kerD± into ker/)± .
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Definition 2.1. The Lefschetz number L(T) of the isometry T is defined by

L(T) = TrT*\keTD+-TrT*\kerD_.

Let F = {x £ M\Tx = x} be the fixed point set of T. F consists of the
disjoint union of a finite number of even-dimensional totally geodesic subman-

ifolds Fx, F2, ... , Fr. Without loss of generality we assume r = 1. Let v be

the normal bundle of F and v(z) = {x £v\ \\x\\ < s} for e > 0. The bundle

v is invariant under dT and dT\v is nondegenerate.

The Laplacian associated with D is A = A+ + A_ where A± = D^D± :

T(E±) -, T(E±). We denote by Pf(x, y) : E±\y ^ E±\x the fundamental so-
lutions for the heat operators d/dt+A± . The standard heat equation argument

yields

L(T) = [ (TrT*Pf(Tx, x) -TrT*Pf(Tx,x))dx,        t>0,
JM

where dx is the Riemannian volume element. Denote the integrand by 2C(t, x)

= Tr T*Pf(Tx, x) - Tr T*Pf(Tx, x). A routine argument using pseudodif-
ferential operators gives that

\5A(t,x)\<C(n,ô,k)tk   ast-,0

for any k in case d(x, Tx) > ô > 0, with d(', •) denoting the Riemannian

distance. Thus

L(T) = lim [        5C(t,x)dx
'^°Jexx>v(e)'expy(s)

for any e > 0, and the problem localizes on F . Finally, recall the relation

HN(t,x,y)=     P{{4n«n    \l + 0(t))

for the parametrix Hn(î, x, y) of A which satisfies

cxpí-rfV,yh /¿t \
^^^■^       (4    ̂ Er-L^x)]

where  N > n  and   U^(y,x): n~x(y) -, n~x(x)  are endomorphisms with

C/(°) = Id such that for v £ n~x(y),

il¡ + i) //„(«,, r)» = -e^=$^:"AU^y. ■>.

Using this, a simple argument working in a local trivialization of u(e) yields

Theorem 2.2. The Lefschetz number L( T) is given by

L(T) = JFLXoc(T)(Ç)dÇ
'F

where the local Lefschetz number, defined by the limit

Lioc

exists and is independent of e.

(T)(i) = lim[    5f(t,expc)dc,
(^%(e)
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The remaining sections are devoted to evaluating this local index in terms of

the geometrical data of the fixed point set and its normal bundle.

3. Orthogonal and normal coordinates

Let y £ M and E(y) = (Ex(y), ... , E2n(y)) be an orthonormal frame at y .

Choose normal coordinates at y and let Ey be the orthonormal frame which is

parallel along geodesies through y and such that Ey(y) = E(y). It is precisely

this moving frame with respect to which the parametrix //# for A assumes

a tractable form, as described in [9], allowing an evaluation of the local index

in the Atiyah-Singer index theorem. However, the action of the isometry T

on SO(M) assumes a very simple form near F when we identify a tubular

neighborhood of F with a neighborhood of the zero section of v ; that is, in

"orthogonal" coordinates. We are thus led to study the relationship between

these coordinate systems in this section.

Suppose F is of dimension 2n'. Let <A, £ F and E = (Ei, ... , E2n) be an

oriented orthonormal frame field in a neighborhood of £, such that
(i) for C e F, Ei(Q, ... , E2n,(Ç) are tangent to F while the vector fields

E2nl+i(Q, ... , E2n(Q are normal to F ,

(ii) E is parallel along geodesies normal to F ,

(hi) for dT expressed as a matrix-valued function AT as

dTE(x) = E(Tx)AT(x)

then
"1

1
COSO!      sino,

■^vSl- -sinö,    cosÖ!

COSdn-n'       SÍn0„_„-

— sinö„_„<    cos #„_„'.

where 0 < 6, < 2n for i = I, ... , n - n',
(iv) the orientation of E is that of M.
Clearly such a frame field E exists, and moreover there is a neighborhood

F of ¡A, in F such that E is defined on U = exp(«v|F n «v(e)) for sufficiently

small e . For B0(e) the ball of radius e in R2"-2"' define a homeomorphism

tj> : V x 7?o(e) -+ U by setting

(2n-2n' \

Y^  caE2nl+a(x') J ,

thus identifying (x', c) with x = tp(x', c). Under this identification, Lebesgue

measure on the fiber ux> becomes dcx ■ ■ ■ dc2n-2ni.

Lemma 3.1. Under the coordinates described by (3.1), the action of dT is con-

stant along fibers of v ;  that is, AT(x) = A7~(x') in case x = (x' ,c).

Proof. Letting y(t) = (x', tc) for 0 < / < 1, we have that y(t) is a geodesic

normal to F , and £(x', c) = lly E(x'), with lly denoting parallel transport
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along y. Thus,

dTE(x) = dT(l\yE(x')) = nTy(dTE(x')) = nTy E(x')AT(x')

= (\lTyE(x'))AT(x')y=E(Tx)AT(x')

and hence AT(x) = AAT(x') follows from considering the relation dTE(x)

E(Tx)A7(x).   O

We may now express AT(x'), for x' £ V, in the form

1

(3.2) AT(x') =
1

»e(x')

where O(x') £ so(2n - 2n').

Lemma 3.2. Under the homeomorphism (3.1 ) and the notation of (3.2) the isom-

etry T assumes the form T(x', c) = (x', ce'0^"1).

Proof. Again setting y(t) = (x', tc) note that Ty is a geodesic, and

2««-2«' 2««-2n'

dTy(0) = dT J2  caE2n,+a(x')=   £  cadTE2n,+a(x')

= (E2n,+X(x'), ... , E2n(x'))e^x'\cx, ... , c2n-2n,)r.

Letting c = (ci, ... , c2n-2n>) = (cx, ... , c2n-2n>)e-e(-x"> we then find that

T(x', c) = T(expx, y(0)) = expTx, dTy(0)

(2n-2n'

J2  caE2„,+a(x')
a=l

= (x',ce-9^),

completing the proof.   □

Next consider the oriented orthonormal frame field ETx defined over the

patch U by requiring that ETx(Tx) = E(Tx) and that ETx be parallel along
geodesies through Tx . We define coordinates y¡ of x by

x = expTxHryiEfx(Tx)\ ,

and a map <S> : U -, so(2n) by

ETx(x) = E(x)e*{x).

Lemma 3.3. In case x = (x', c) then
(i) the coordinates y¡ satisfy

y¡=o(\c\), l<i<2n',

y2n'+a =Ca -Ca + 0(\C\), 1 < a < 2« - 2«' ,
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(ii) the (i,j) element <!>,•_,■ o/0(x) satisfies

. 2n-2n'

*V(JC) = ~2    S   ^C/^a/?«7(*')+0(|c|2)
a,£=l

w/¡-<?r<?

Äa^y = -(([V£2„,+0, V£2n,+Í] - Vr^,^,^,^])^-, Ej).

Proof. The assertion of (i) follows from the relations

yl(x)-yi(x') = (0, ...,0,cx, ... , c2n-2n.) + o(\c\)

and

yiix') = -(o,..., o, ci,... ,c2n-2n>)

which may be seen from viewing the triangle (Tx, x, x') in the normal coor-

dinates y i at Tx.

To prove (ii), consider a point X\ £ M and vectors X, Y £ TXiM. Form a

piecewise geodesic path (xi, yi, x2, y2) = P where

y\ = exP*, itX),       x2 = expn (\\yx\ tY),

y2 = expX2(lfy] Uyx\ i-tX)),       x3 = exp,2(iÇ21^ iff (-tY))

with uy denoting parallel translation from x to y . Then x3 = X) + o(t2) and

parallel translation of a vector Z e TX] around P results in a vector

nPZ = Z + t2R(X, Y)Z + o(t2).

Now, since Uyx\ tY = tY + o(t) and iff if^(-tX) = -tX + o(t) we may think of
the triangles Tx = (xi., yi, y2) and T2 = (x2, y2, yx) as being similar to order

o(t) and then find that

llT{Z = Z+t-R(X,Y)Z + o(t2).

Applying this argument to the vectors

(0, ... ,0,cx, ... ,c2n-2n>)

and

(0, ... , 0, c,, ... , c2n-2n>)

at x' yields the conclusion of (ii).    D

The frames ETx and E are thus related by an infinitesimal holonomy.

4. The Clifford asymptotics

Choose a spin frame field o : U -, Spin(M) such that

npa = (E\x,...,Elf).

For x € U, let Pt(x), T*(x) £ Hom(^, S"±) be defined through the equiva-

lence relations

P,(Tx, x)[(o(x), v)] = [(o(Tx), P~tix)v)]

and
T*[(o(Tx),u)] = [(a(x),T*(x)u)].

Then we easily obtain
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Lemma 4.1. For x in a sufficiently small neighborhood of F and t > 0, the

integrand 5C(t,x) is evaluated by

(4.1)        &'t, x) = TrT(x)Pt(x)\<7+ - TrT(x)Pt(x)W_ = TrsT7t(x)

with the second equality defining the supertrace Tr^.

In [9] there is an operator x defined on monomials in the Clifford variables

which is precisely the bookkeeping device needed for a direct evaluation of the

asymptotics of the heat kernel trace. In the normal coordinates yi, ... , y2„
this may be defined as

XiTD^) = \ß\ - \a\ + \y\

for multi-indices a, ß and y with

ya=y? ■y?f
and

Dßy=(d/dyx)^---(d/dy2n)^

and ey = eyx ■■■ ef^ for y, e Z2. For our purposes here, a less refined analysis

will suffice. We first rescale the metric in normal directions, setting x = (x', c)

with x' = t, £ F and c = \ftb with b and ¿; fixed. Now, for a monomial

tp(t)ei{ ■ ■ ■ eis with </>(r) € R define a modified x operator by setting

Xi<Kt)eix■ • e¡f = s - sup < k £ Z 10(01lim
,_o+ tkl2

< CO

We will write P = Q + {j < rn) to denote congruence modulo the space of

monoids with x < m ; that is, in case ~x(P - Q) < m .
Considering Lemma 3.1 we see that dTE(x) = E(Tx)AAT(£,), and

dTEnx) _ dT(E(x)e<s>{x)) = E'Tx^i^e^3^

= ETx(Tx)A7(Ç)e*W = ETxeWe*^

since T is an isometry, where

0

and

¥ =

0
-0i

e(i)

e(i)

0i
o

0 6n-n'
-d„-„i       0

Thus,

dTo(x) = o(Tx)exp   --= ^ 0ae2n.+2a-ie2nl+2a

a=l

x exp \-\    E    <f>uix)eiej\
\ \<i,j<2n J
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1 "_" 1
_» "2    £   6<>^'+2a-^2n'+2a     "2 £        ̂ üW^i

T (x) = e     «=' e    '<'<^<2"

Computing the exponential for Spin(2«) then gives

exp

.    «I — f!

~    E   6<*e2»'+2a-l^2n'+2a

a=l

= Y[ ( cos y - sin -je2n'+2a-xe2nl+2a j

6a
= (-!)"-"'     ' \sin^-e2nl+ie2n,+2...e2n\ + (J < 2(n - n')).

a=l

Let AL be the (2n - 2n') x (2n - 2n') matrix whose (a, ß) element is given

by
1  2n>

iAx)aß = -=• 53 RaßijiQeiej.
1,7=1

^4T is defined in the obvious and analogous fashion, replacing a and ß by

indices ranging between 1 and 2n', accounting for the tangential directions.

Lemma 3.3 yields then that

exp { ~9     53     ®ijix)e'eJ ( = exP
i<«<;'<2«

2n-2n'

-i 53 ô^^-^o^w
a,yî=l

2n-2n'

+    53    e2«+a(7 < 0) 4-(/ < 0)
a=l

Summarizing, the above observations prove the following

Lemma 4.2. The operator T* is given by

., 2n—2n'

T(x) = (-!)"-"  ' I sin ff |
a=\

t
J2  babß(e~^A^)aß

a,ß=l

xe2nl+i---e2n + (x <2(n-n')).

Finally, let A be the 2« x 2« matrix given by

In

AU = -j 53 Rfjkieke¡,
k,t=\

where Rffkl are the components of the Riemannian curvature tensor with re-

spect to the frame field ETx , and set

2«

Ak(y)=^yiyj(Ak)ij,        k=l,2,

«,;=i
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Now, from [9] we infer that there is P(t ; z\, z2,... ;wi,w2,...),an op-

erator which is a power series in t with coefficient polynomials in z, and w¡

such that

^-(¿M^ Tx)\

2k 2«! .P(t;TrAf...,TrA¿lc,...,Tr A¿n;

A2(y),... , Ä2k(y),... , Ä2"(y)) + £ tm(x<2m)

where in diagonal form we have, by solving harmonic oscillator-type equations,

P\t;((-l)k2(u2k + ... + u2k)); Í(-1)*¿(«L_,+«^1 J

= {4nt)e 4' n(^-rn^exp(^(^-l+?;2jcoth~Jj •

Lemma 4.3. Let Ao be the matrix

1   2n'

iAo)u = -2 53 Rijkiit)eke¡,        l<i,j<2n,
k,l=\

and define the tangential component AT by

1   2n'

(A T)u = -2 53 RijkiiZ)eke,,        l<i,j<2n'.
k,i=\

Then

(4.2) Äo

Furthermore, the relations

(4.3) TrA2k =Tr(AT)2k + Tr(A±)2k +   £   ^2n'+aiX<4k)

and

/AT     0

V 0     A1

2(n-n')

2(n-n')

(4.4)

hold.

A2k(y/V~t) = (A±)2k(b-b)+   £   e2n,+a(x<4k)
a=l

Proof. Let Ra = R2n, +a Jjk(c¡) for 1 <i,j, k < 2n', 1 < a < 2(n-n'). Then

/?Q = - (R(E2n,+a(t), Eiit))EjiÇ), Ek(Q)

= - iRidTE2n'+aiZ),dTE,ii))dTEjiZ),dTEkit))

= - (R(dTE2n,+a(t), EiiWEjit), EkH))
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and thus

(RX , ... , /?2(««-n')) = 0^1 > ■ • • > R2(n-n'))e ■

It follows that

(Rx , ... , R2(n-n')) = 0

since dT is nondegenerate and ee does not have 1 as an eigenvalue. This

proves (4.2). The relations (4.3) and (4.4) now follow from (4.2), Lemma 3.3,

and the facts
2(n-n')

TrA2k = TrA2ok+   £   e2n>+a(X<4k)

and
2(n-n')

Â2k(y/Vt) = A2k(b-b)+   £   e2n,+a(x<Ak),
a=l

which complete the proof.   D

We may now summarize the results of this section in

Lemma 4.4. The Lefschetz integrand Sf(t, x) is given by (4.1), where

T (x)Pt(x) = e    4

« —«!
(-1)-" Trr^
(Ant)"

-t

i

2(n-n')

(4.5) xexp    T   53   babßie-^A^ß

x P(t ; (Tr(AT)2k + Tr(¿x)2*) ; (t(A^)2k(b - b)))

x e2n'+i ■■e2n + e^tf(x < 4n - 2n')b

Here / is a bounded and continuous function, and (x < An - 2n')b denotes
the space spanned by monoids which are polynomials in b, and satisfy x <

An - 2rí.

5. Evaluation of the local index

We begin by showing that LXoc depends only on the first term in (4.5).

Lemma 5.1. Let 4> be an arbitrary element of (x < 4« - 2n')b . Then

lim /        t"-"'
(—0 yR2n-2o'

e^^Trs<t>db = 0.

Proof. We may assume that tf> = ¿>,, • " °~im V where ip is independent of b and

satisfies xit"~"'V) < 2« . Then the simple observations that

\i
e    4     bh-- bim db

R2n-2n'

< OO
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and

lim t"-" Trs <f> = 0
t->o+

together give the result of the lemma.   D

To compute the supertrace it thus suffices to compute the coefficient of the

e\ ■ ■ ■ e2n term in (4.5). Note that Ax and AT are of order x — 2, containing

terms e¡ej with 1 < i, j < 2ri. Note also that e¡ej = -eje¡ + (x < 1) ■ Thus,
if we formally replace e¡ by <y;, where co = (cox,... , co2n) is the frame dual

to E, and then substitute QT and Q-1 for AT and A1-, where

Q.

QJ

i    2n

T = - - 53 Rijki">k A w/,        l<fj<2n',
k,l=l

2n

53 RijktO>k Aw/,       2n' +l<i,j <2n,
k,l=\

then computing the supertrace is equivalent to computing the form of the top

order 2«' on F, if we multiply by (2/yfAAJ)n , which is the so-called Berezin-

Patodi constant. (To explain the appearance of this term, simply note that

Tr|^±(<?i •••e2n) = 2n~x¡\fAA\n .) it remains then to compute this differential

form, and to evaluate the t -, 0 limit.

Let

Q
QT     0
0    nx

be given formally as

•  0     ux
-«i    0

QT =

0      u„'

-Un'        0

Í2J

0      vi

-vx     0

0      v„
-v„.     0 J

where v¡ and u¡ are indeterminants. Then

2(n-n')

53    babß(exp-^ fiX)a/( = Y. SÍn e° ' ^2a-l + b¡a),
a,ß=l a=\

Oa,
Çl2k(y) = (-l)k Y Atsin2 U-^v2k(b22a_x + b\a),

a=l

Tr&k = 2(-l)k[Yu2a + Yvß

ß
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The above lemmas then give that as a 2«' form on F ,

L\ocKm=iim/    (-i)"-"'( -^=)"?-»'
t^0jR2n-2n' \ f - 1 /

n'        ■.

t sinhitua/2

n—n

a=\

x ^sin^f-L^i rr J^l2
a=\

-t

X eXP      X  53 Sinö« • V°ib2a-1 + b\a)       ]
itVß/2

a=\
1 sinhitVß/2

x exP f 53 (=T^'< sin2 T coth ̂V-fibla-x + ¿L)) ) db.

Now in the final calculation, after integrating out b, we will take the form

of order 2«' on F, and hence the factor of t cancels. We are left then with

the evaluation

LXoc(T) = (-iy
1

2ttV-1

lUy/2

r n-n'

/   risin
6„

n-n
lVß/2x TT     v~iMy/^      TT _

-^i sinhv/-ÎWy/2 ^J| sinh v/-ÎW/î/2

exp (53 [-4Vïsmd
-V7-7! +,      V^Vy       .      2   dy

-2~Vy —2~ Sm   2

*ib22y-i+b22y) )db

= (-!)"-"

n

i
2^V-l

-lUy/2

, n—n'

J filn-ln'     *l

6a
siny

n IVßß

^Jj sinhv/:rTw}./2 ^ sinhv/3T^/2

='-"■■- y=r)v"' n -lua/2

fi sinh f-iUa/2a=l "'        v      '-««-  ^=1

v^Tö/

(¥4

where we make use of the Chern roots u* and v* expressed as

)T\ jf
det(1 + ^)=n(1 + K)2)'        det(l + ̂ )=n(l + (t;;)2).

X ' 1=1 V 7 7=1
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We thus obtain the main result

Theorem 5.2. The Lefschetz number L(T) of the isometry T acting on the spin
manifold M is expressed by

LiT) = Y,[ [AocW],
j   JF,

where in the notation used above

[Ite(r)]i = Wdet J^4^ Pf(2sin(Qx/47r + v^ÎO/2))-1

= ^(rF,-)[Pf(2sin(Q/4?i + V-16/2))(iv(F;))]-1.

It is a simple matter to extend the above procedure to the case of a twisted
spin complex.
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